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Fischer Elektronik extends service offer 
 
From now on company Fischer Elektronik GmbH & Co. KG publishes their product datas in a 
2D and 3D format on the internet platform TraceParts. Under the link www.traceparts.com 
applicants can access to the product portfolio from the fields thermal management, cases 
and connector technology of Fischer Elektronik, respectively download 2D CAD drawings 
and 3D models for a variety of different CAD systems after successful registration for free. 
Also the file download for programs for creating a PCB design such as Altium Designer, 
Eagle, DesignSpark, KiCad oder Zucken for example is given. Therefore engineers and 
developers can speed up the course of the projects significantly, as a complex and time 
consuming CAD processing of the requested articles is not necessary. Beside CAD data 
more product information such as datasheets are available. A visual evaluation of the article 
in the requested configuration in advance is possible by means of an online viewer. The 
length of the heatsink- and case profiles, but also the number of contacts from connectors as 
a male or female header is geared by specially programmed input fields. If, for example, the 
applicant changes the length of a heatsink, a case or the number of contacts of a connector, 
the products are also adapted in the visual representation of the viewer and also the file 
download of the CAD model is changed to the requested parameters. More implemented 
check boxes such as the surface or packing type of a product fulfill the exact part number. By 
means of the generated product designation there is a possibility for the applicant to inquire 
the article in the requested quantity through an inquiry basked directly at Fischer Elektronik. 
The communication and the sharing of products with other applicants over the social 
networks Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, TumbIr or LinkedIn complete the offered service. 
 
Please contact us, for further information and inquiries the product experts of Fischer Elektronik are 
pleased to be at your disposal, also at www.fischerelektronik.de. 
 
Our service enables you to download the photoprint version (300 dpi).  
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